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AJUNTAMENT D’ALMENARA

To the east of the town, on the path to the 

beach through crop fields, lies Els Estanys 
d'Almenara, a wetland of extraordinary 

ecological value.

This area used to be part of a vast, ancient 

wetland along the Valencian coat.

It consists of three freshwater lagoons of 

considerable size in Marjal de Almenara. The 

transparent water that springs from “Ullal 
de Cavanilles" comes from aquifers in the 

nearby Sierra de Espadán mountains, 

causing them to overflow all year around.
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The first feature you come across is “Ullal de 
Cavanilles"1, a natural opening in the rocks 

from which groundwater from Sierra de 

Espadán springs. As you continue along the 

path beside Estany Gran (the Great Lagoon), 

among rushes and orange trees, you reach the 

mulberry area2. The mulberry bushes were 

introduced in the 17th century. The local 

people fed the berries to silkworms in the 

glory days of the Silk Road. After a pleasant 

walk you arrive at the motor3, which was 

used in the past to regulate the water level in 

the wetlands and in times of drought took 

water from the lagoons to irrigate the nearby 

crop fields.

If you walk on, the path forks towards La 
Taiola observatory4 or Casablanca observa-

tory5. A visit to either gives you an extensive 

view of the area and its biodiversity.
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Almenara - Molí d’arròs Tourist info
Plaça del Molí s/n
Tel. 962 623 345
almenara@touristinfo.net

Casablanca Beach Tourist Info 
Summer Period 
Plaça del Mar s/n
Tel. 962 623 100
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We suggest visitors follow the trail1 

that starts next to the recreational 
area to explore the environment. On 

the way you will see biodiversity 

information boards that will teach 

you a bit more about this little 

treasure of nature.

Els Estanys provide refuge for bird species such as 

the grey heron, mallard, common moorhen, 

Eurasian coot, egret, Western swamphen, martin, 

black tern, the black-winged stilt and countless 

other birds that stop over during migration. There 

is also a lot of life underwater, where the Spanish 

pond turtle, Perez's frog, eel, shrimp, clam and 

Valencia toothcarp have stood the test of time.

As for plant life, typical Marjal species predomi-

nate, such as: thalictrum maritimum, iris pseuda-

corus, reedbeds and genista tinctoria, among 

others.

“Ullal de Cavanilles”

Since it is a place 
of refuge, a 

stopover for birds 
and is an ideal 

location for 
nesting, it has been 

declared a Special 
Bird Protection Area 

(ZEPA)

1 Look after the environment.
Try not to leave the paths and do not leave any rubbish. Visit the area in small groups, 
avoid making noise and you will disturb the animals less.


